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Abstract 

The HGrault-Jutten network has been used to separate independent sound 
sources that have been linearly mixed. The problem of separating a mixture of 
several independent signals in free field conditions or a signal and echoes in con- 
fined spaces is compounded by propagation time delays between the source(s) 
and the microphones because the conventional HBrault-Jutten network can- 
not tolerate time delays. In this paper, we combine a symmetrically balanced 
beamforming array with the conventional HBrault-Jutten network. The result- 
ing system can adaptively separate signals that include delays introduced by 
the propagation medium. The proposed algorithm has been simulated in digital 
communication multipath channels where intersymbol interference exists. The 
simulation results show two clear advantages of the proposed method over the 
conventional adaptive equalization: 1) There is no penalty for very long impulse 
responses caused by long delays. 2) No training signals are needed for equal- 
ization. The design for a multi-beamformer to handle the source separation of 
multiple broadband signals is also presented. 

1 Introduction 

The  problem of separating mixtures of independent signals or their delayed versions 
is encountered in many fields: in the "cocktail party" problem, a person wants to  
listen to  a single sound source and filter out other interfering sources; in underwater 
acoustic digital communication, a receiver needs to  filter out delayed versions of the 
transmitted signal in order t o  eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI). In both cir- 
cumstances the locations of sources and/or their echoes are unknown and may vary 



The H6rault-Jutten (HJ) network can deal with these types of problems because 
of its adaptive separation ability [I]-[4]. However, in many common circumstances, 
such as in the "cocktail party" problem, it is not possible to obtain N distinct linear 
combinations of N signals without delays or phase shifts required by the HJ network. 
In order to generate N full rank linear combinations of inputs to the HJ network, 
N microphones have to be placed at different locations for N signal sources located 
at different places. The propagating medium between the sound sources and the 
microphone produces different weights on the arrivals of different sound source signals 
as required, and introduces significant signal delays, which cannot be handled by the 
conventional HJ network. Platt and Faggin [7] have proposed an extension of the HJ 
network to estimate the matrix of delays, together with the mixing matrix A. 

We have investigated another method for coping with unknown delays that relies 
on beamforming. An array of microphones can be organized to produce N fixed 
beam lobes without phase shifts. This is equivalent to having N virtual directional 
microphones at a single spatial location each aimed at a different directions. If all 
of the sound sources have different directions, N full-rank linear combinations of N 
signals are formed, as required for the HJ network. A brief report of this method was 
given in [9] 

2 An overview of the Hbrault-Jutten network 

The HJ network is an N x N network [I]-[4] which can be used to solve the following 
A 

signal processing problem: given N observed data sequences Y (t) = [yl (t), y2(t), . . . , yN(t)lT 
which are distinct linear combinations (full rank) of N physical independent signals 

n 
X(t)  = [xl(t), x2(t), ..., xjv(t)lT without time delays or phase shifts, the network 

can adaptively recover X(t)  without a priori knowledge of the mixing matrix A. In 
mathematical form, 

Observed Data Y (t) Mixing Matrix A Original Signal X(t) 

where Y(t)  is the known observed data, A is an unknown full rank matrix and X(t)  
is the signals to be recovered. It is important to note that Eq.( 2.1) is a memoryless 

For X ( t )  to be independent signals is a sufficient but not a necessary condition. The HJ network 
T 

can converge as long as So ~ i ( t ) ~ ~ + l x ~  ( t ) " t l  dt = O 1  i # jl see [lj-[4]. 



system. Thus, at a given time t = tl, the output Y(tl)  depends only on X(tl) and 
not om any other past or future values of X(t). 

Introduce a matrix (I + C ) ,  where I is identity matrix and 

The adaptive rule used in HJ network is 

where f (s), g(s) are different odd functions. In later simulations we use f (s) = s3 
and g(s) = s. The quantity p sets the rate of adaptation. When the network learning 
approaches an equilibrium point, 

At the equilibrium point, I + C is equal to PDA,  where A is defined in Eq.( 2.1), D 
is a diagonal matrix and P is a permutation matrix (see [I]-[4]). 

3 Separating signals from different directions 

In this section a beamformer is coilstructed to form multi-beams using inputs xi(t) 
(i = 1, ..., N), which are independent signals or a signal with its delayed versions, 
and propagated from different directions. Each beam output of the beamformer is a 
distinct linear combination of x;(t) (i = 1, .., N)  as required in Eq.( 2.1). 

Assume 2M + 1 sensors are placed in a straight line a distance S apart. Let the 
signal received by the sensor at the center be zo(t). A beam is formed by adding 
delays to the output of each sensor and summing them up 

M 

yn(t) = C wmzm (t - m ~ )  
m=-M 

( 3 4  





From Eq.( 3.8) the beam direction can be steered by changing T,. If the weights are 
symmetric to the center wm = w-,, and wo = 1, the Fourier transform of Eq.( 3.8) 
is 

M I, (3.9) 

A 
= an, (w )  

Since an;(w) in Eq.( 3.9) has a real value, there are no phase shifts or delays for 
any values of w,q and 7,. The symmetry of the array with respect to the central 
sensor eliminates the phase shifts between the beam outputs. Thus, when exact delay 
lines are used to form the beam, the phase shifts of -mth and +mth sensor outputs 
exactly cancel. For narrowband signals centered at wo, an;(wo) can be considered 
approximately constant over the bandwidth. For 1 incoming signals from different 
angles O,, one can form N = I beams with different rn aimed at N different but fixed 
directions, the narrowband sources will produce N linear combinations of signals 
without delays, which can then serve as inputs to an HJ network. This is equivalent 
to having N virtual directional microphones at a single spatial location (at the central 
sensor) each aimed at a different directions. If all of the sound sources have different 
directions, N full-rank linear combinations of N signals are formed, as required for 
the HJ network. In the time domain Eq.( 3.9) has the same form as Eq.( 2.1), 

1 Y N ( ~ )  1 1 ~ ( 0 )  ~N , (wo)  ". ~ N N ( ~ o )  I - 1 X N ( ~ )  I 
V - 

Outputs of N Beams Mixing Matrix A Original Signals 
from different directions 

I 

A conventional HJ network uses amplitude differences to form the diffc---' ----:dL' - :I Cllb WWgll b 

in A; our method relies on differences in beam magnitudes for signal arrivals from 



different directions. Passing the N outputs of beams through an N x N HJ network, 
the output should recover the original signals x;(t) when the HJ network has been 
reached equilibrium. 

The separation of multiple broadband signal sources is not feasible with the beam- 
former described above because the directional sensitivity of the sensor array decreases 
from high frequency to low frequency. In that case, ani(w) in Eq.( 3.9) will change 
with frequency, and Eq.( 3.10) is no longer correct for the broadband signals. How- 
ever, this problem could be solved by replacing the weights w, in Eq.( 3.8) with 
filters on x;(t) before forming a beam. With this approach, it should be possible to 
construct a beamformer whose beam lobe width is frequency-invariant over a broad 
bandwidth. Therefore Eq.( 3.8) becomes 

where '*' stands for the time convolution. In frequency domain, Eq.( 3.11) has the 
form 

Here we also assume the filters are symmetric to the center: Hm(w) = H-,(w). 

We seek the filters with transfer functions Hm(w) so that c:=, Hm(w) cos(mw~) 
will be independent of w over the signal bandwidth w, 5 w < wb. There are many 
ways to parameterize Hm(w). The method we use to achieve this goal is as follows: 
First chose a frequency wo where w, 5 wo < wb. At the frequency wo the outputs of 
sensors are weighted by Gaussian window function to reduce the side lobes, i.e. 

At the frequencies around wo, we minimize the following cost function at each fre- 
quency bin w over a range of steering directions from T = 0 to T = TO. 

m2 m2 

[a (w) ,  ,B(w), ~ ( w ) ]  = arg min [zl e-.o c o s ( m ~ r )  - ( ~ e - 7  + ,B) cos(mur) dr  
o,P,r I' 

(3.14) 

Then the transfer function of the filter for the mth sensor is given by 



Transfer Functions of Rlter Bank 
2.5 1 I 

Frequency in kHz 

Figure 2: The magnitude of Hm(w) for 25 sensors over a frequency band 5kHz to 
20kHz. Each curve represents H,(w) of a different sensor (Because of symmetry, 
only 13 curves show here). 

Fig. 2 shows a set of calculated transfer functions of Hm(w) over frequency band 
5kHz to 20kHz for various sensors. At lower frequencies Hm (w) have Gaussian window 
weights (here a0 = 1.5). As the frequency increases, the Hm (w )  of the two end sensors 
go to zero and the central Hm(w) increases. The resulting beam power over the 
given frequency band is plotted in Fig. 3; the directional serlsitivity is approximately 
uniform over the bandwidth as required. 

The relative bandwidth ratio is defined as 

In the example above, r = 1.5. For underwater communication this ratio provides 
adequate bandwidth for practical purposes, as we will demonstrate. For the "cocktail 
party" problem, the frequency band usually is from 300Hz to 5kHz which corresponds 
to r = 3.84, twice that in the case above. To obtain a uniform beam over that 
frequency band, two arrays could be used to form the beams: one operating from 
300Hz to 1.2kHz and the other one operating from 1.2kHz to 5kHz. The two set of 
beams can be superposed together to  form the desired beams. 



Transfer Function of 21 Order mR Filter Beamfonner 
18 1 

Frequency in kHz 

Figure 3: The beam power pattern obtained from a 25-sensor array using the filters 
shown in Fig.2. The filters are realized by 21-taps FIR filters with symmetric taps 
weights. The different curves correspond to different directions of arrivals from 0" to 
15". The beam power is approximately constant over the bandwidth 8kHz to 20kHz 
for a given direction of arrival. 

2x2 HJ network Matrix C Estimation 
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Figure 4: The coefficients el2 and c2l converge to the correct values during the adap- 
tation. The initial condition is cl2 = czl = 0. 
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4 Sirnulat ions 

A 2 x 2 HJ network with a two-beam array was simulated for a two-path channel. 
The array had 2M + 1 = 25 sensors. One formed beam was aimed at 0' and the other 
beam was aimed at 10". The simulated direct path came from 2' and the reflected 
path came from 8" with a delay of 12.75ms. The signal used in the simulation was a 
biphase shift keying (BPSK) signal and the carrier frequency was 14kHz. The bit rate 
was 5kbit/sec. With this carrier frequency and hit rate the main signal bandwidth 
ranged from w, = 5kHz to wb = 20kHz. The filter bank consisted of 21-taps finite 
impulse response (FIR) digital filters to realize H,(w) in Eq.( 3.15). Fig. 3 shows the 
output beam power of such a beamformer. One can see that for a given direction of 
arrival, which is represented by one of curves, the output beam power is approximately 
constant over the signal bandwidth from 5kHz to 20kHz. The whole simulation was 
carried out in the time domain. The carrier synchronization was obtained using a 
matched filter which convolved the received signal with a time-reversed replica of the 
signal transmitted. 

As the delay time between the different paths increases, unlike a conventional 
equalization filter which requires additional taps [12], there is no penalty in our al- 
gorithm because the signal and its delayed versions are treated as two uncorrelated 
signals. The information in the signal bandwidth and angle-of-arrival is enough to 
resolve the different paths. The estimation of time delays, which is difficult in under- 
water channels, can be performed after the signals from multichannels are detected. 
The signal and its delays can be considered as uncorrelated when the delay time is 
longer than a symbol length and there is no correlation between the adjacent bits 
transmitted. If the adjacent bits are correlated, decorrelation can also be achieved by 
modulating the transmitted bit train with a pseudo-random bit train which has the 
same bit rate as the data. When the delay time is smaller than the symbol length, 
which is 0.2ms in the simulation, the HJ network will not converge in general. For 
short delay times, the spread spectrum technique can be used to reduce the symbol 
length. In practice, the main concern usually is for very long delay times rather than 
very short delay times. A 0.2ms delay presents only 6.8 cm path length difference in 
air and 30 cm in water, which are very short lengths indeed, and the length can be 
further decrcased as the signal bit rate increases. 

Fig. 4 shows the adaptation process of the 2 x 2 HJ network which used the two 
beam outputs of the array mentioned above as two inputs. The two quantities cia and 
c2l of the matrix C in Eq.( 3.7) , which are plotted as x axis and y axis respectively, 
were set to be zero at the beginning of adaptation. We used f (s) = s3 and g(s) = s 
for cl2 and c21 in the HJ network adaptation [see Eq.( 2.4) 1. The adaptation rate 
parameter was p = 0.2. 

Two kinds of white noises were included in the simulation. One was the noise 
associated with the signal (If this directional noise is strong enough, it can be treated 



Data Sequence 

where Wl ( t )  and W2( t )  are independent white Gaussian random vectors with the 
power spectral densities Swl and Sw2 respectively. The signal to noise ratios which 

n 
are defined as SNRl  101oglo(S/Swl) and SNR2  = 1010glo(S/Sw2), are SNRl  = 
7clb and SNR2  = 27db in the simulation. 

Bit stream 

The quantities cl2 and czl quickly converged to the correct values in simulation. 
Fig. 5 shows the detection of the bit train when only the output of the beam aimed 
at 0" was used. There were several bit errors as shown in Fig. 5 .  Fig. 6 gives the 
detection of the same bit train using one of the HJ network outputs. The first 30 
data bits were received with about the same reliability as before, but after the HJ 
network converged, the transmission was error free. Fig. 7 shows the detection when 
only the output of the beam aimed at 10" is used. Fig. 8 gives the detection of bit 
train using the other HJ network output. When p increases the adaptation speed 

1 

0. 

-1 

increases, but the fluctuation of the final values of c12 and czl around the correct 
values also increases. There is a trade off between the adaptation speed and the 
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Error Bits= 5+of 512 
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Figure 5: The detection of a BPSK data stream of 512 bits in 0.1 second using only 
the beam aimed at 0" without equalization. When a bit was transmitted correctly, 
there was + located at zero. There were 5 bit errors as shown in the lower panel at 
+1 and -1. 

as an independent signal.). The other is the nondirectional noise that includes the 
surrounding noise of the sensors and the electronic noise from the receiver circuit. 
With these noise sources, Eq.( 3.6) becomes 

Y( t )  = A [X(t) + Wl (t)] + W2 (t ) (4.17) 
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The detection of the same data stream as in Fig.6 of 512 bits in 0.1'sec- 
ond using one of the HJ network outputs. There were no errors. See Fig.8 for the 
performance of the second output channel. 

Ustug the second beam tn detectton 
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Figure 7: The detection of the data stream of 512 bits in 0.1 second using only the 
beam aimed at 10'. There were 6 bit errors, shown in the lower panel. 



Using the second output of HJ network in detection 
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Figure 8: The detection of the data stream of 512 bits in 0.1 second using the second 
HJ network output. There were no bit errors. The gap at  the end of the bit stream 
is due to the 12.75ms delay in the pathway. 
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separation accuracy. When the directions of signal arrivals in the underwater acoustic 
channels change rapidly, the degree of separation will suffer. In our simulation clz 
and czl adapted from random initial condition to their correct values within 10 to 20 
ms. Thus the algrithm is fast enough to handle time-variant fading in underwater 
acoustic channels. 

Error Bits= 0 of 512 - 

5 Implement at ion 
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Fig. 9 shows a diagram of a complete system for the proposed adaptive signal source 
separation. The filter bank, beamformer and HJ network can be implemented for 
real-time processing in several different ways. 

5.1 Digital 

FIR digital filters can be used to implement H,(w) of Eq.( 3.15) using DSP chips. 
The motivation to use FIR filter is due to its linear phase property which is required 
by the beamformer at the next stage. Everything will be the same as in the simulation 
except the system is running in real time using DSP chips instead of a computer. A 
filter bank of transfer function as H,(w) in Fig. 2 can be realized by 





where Bl is the first L + 1 coefficients of the inverse discrete Fourier transform of 
Hm (0). 

5.2 Analog 

The main computational burden of the digital implementation is to solve N unknowns 
from the N equations in Eq.( 2.3) in real time at  least at  the Nyquist sampling rate. 
When the number of sources N is large and the sampling frequency is high, the 
analog implementation has a great advantage over the general purpose DSP chip 
implementation. The analog implementation can pre-process enormous mount of 
data from the sensor array, separate the signals among the paths with a moderate 
accuracy, and leave the detection to the digital processing part. 

Analog VLSI HJ network chips already exist ([5], [6]) and it should be possible 
to implement the entire system including the filter bank, beamformer and HJ net- 
work using CMOS analog VLSI technology on a single chip. The filter bank can be 
implemented by either the charge-coupled device (CCD) split-electrode transversal 
filter, the bucket brigade device (BBD) transversal filter or a liner phase transcon- 
ductance capacitor filter. We have successfully implemented an CMOS 3-order Bessel 
transconductance capacitor filter bank and a BBD beamformer with 15 microphone 
or more inputs and 6 beams [lo]. The next step is to integrate whole system on one 
chip. 

6 Conclusion 

Wc have presented a system for separating independent broadband sound sources and 
multipath delays using a conventional HJ network and beamforming. Our system 
relies on a symmetric multibeam-former with frequency equalized sensors to cancel 
time delays and frequency variations of its inputs to the HJ network. 

Our technique can be used in underwater acoustic communication where usually 
several constantly changing paths exist and cause severe IS1 in the data link. Unlike 
other methods [Ill  and [12] that have been proposed for reducing IS1 in multipath 
fading channels, which either treats the other multipath signals as noises or results in 
a high computational complexity for long delays, our system can recover information 
from each path without using training signals. It is therefore possible to achieve faster 
signal transmission rates than with other methods. The simulations show that our 

14 . 



method can significantly reduce the error rate and may be a practical approach to re- 
liable high-speed acoustic telemetry. For application to the "cocktail party" problem, 
it could be used to  separate various voice and music sources in video conferencing. 

The analog implementation can be realized in a single analog VLSI chip, forming 
a very compact system. The digital implementation is suitable for the 'cocktail party' 
problem where the sampling rate required for the audio frequency is relatively low. 
At present our system is restricted to bandpass communication channels, but this 
limitation could overcome with several arrays. 
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